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Arone Raymond Meeks stands at the meeting point between gay and Aboriginal culture 
and, he says, he's loving it! Story by Joseph Brennan.

It has been argued that to idenlify as gay is
10 deny yourself multiple subjeclivities, to
trap yourself within a reductive category that
denies and represses difference. Often we do
this for political reasons, or in the pursuit
of legal recognition and equality. We unify
for a common goal. This is what is known as
identity politics and has been described by
the likes of literary theorist Edward Said as
"dangerous and misleading". This is because
to identify as gay - and gay alone - is to trap
yourself and negate both the full possibilities of
your sexuality and the potential for a divisible
identity. You might think it would be harder
to identify with mOTe than one marginalised
group, but in fact it can also be very liberating
- at least that's what gay Aboriginal artist
Arone Raymond Meeks has discovered.

In Arone's case, identifying as a gay
Aboriginal allows for a dual, inclusive identity,
one that draws on the way both gay and
Indigenous Australians have been ignored,
rejected or subsumed by dominant forces of
society. He is an excellent example of someone
with a Ouid identity and illustrates how by
unfixing identity, marginalised positions
become connected instead of separate.

"My work does explore issues of identity and
place;' he says of the themes of Indigenous
land rights and gay rights found in his arlo
"Sexuality is a very important subject malter,
as is the recognition of cultural ties to country
and the traditional practices and plight of
Indigenous Australians."

Born in 1957 in far-north Queensland's Laura,
Arone is a Kuku Midigi man currently residing
in Cairns near his traditional tribal lands. He is
known for his illustration of children's books,
such as Whw The World Was New, This Is Still
Rainbow Snake Cou"try, The Pheasant A"d
Kingfisher (for which he won a Crichton Award)
and Enora And The Black Crcme, which he also
authored and which won the Ezra Jack Keats,
UNICEF Best International Children's Book
Award in 1992. His work is held in a number
of collections, including the Australian
National Gallery and Australian National
Museum, as well as overseas in the »
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"The transition from ignorance to just
tolerance, and then onwards to unconditional
acceptance, is a long and on-going process."

» Nationale Bibliotech de Paris.
On the themes of Indigenous land rights and
gay rights, he says, "Yes, my work does explore
issues of identity and place and I believe that
both issues run paralleL Basically, the common

thread is education and information. For
example, in the past there were no schools or
universities educating the mainstream about the
broad cultural and social issues that Aboriginal
people were dealing with. Similarly, and in
general, gays were not mainstream. Through
education, conversation and a gradual building
up of understanding, the general population
were brought up to date with issues such
as homophobia and the basic rights of gays
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in our communities. The transition from
ignorance to just tolerance, and then onwards
to unconditional acceptance, is a long and
on~golllg process

After living in Sydney, he returned to Cairns

in the late '90s following the death of his
partner of 19 years to HIV-related illnesses. "I
had lost so many friends - people 1 went to art
school with and people I had grown up with,
including my partner ... The world was quite a
dark place and I found painting to be a chore,
but I soon realised that if I was going to make
any headway 1 had to forge ahead and put this
experience down on canvas and paper. J really
thought, who would buy this depressing work?

To my surprise, I soon realised that whatever
I was going through was a shared experience,
and IthisJ was made obvious through sales."
His return to Cairns was an opportunity to
reconnect with family and country, sharing
his experiences with the broader community
through his art pnlCtice and public art projects.

It was a desire to promote contemporary
Indigenous art in far-north Queensland
that led him to co-produce (on a shoestring
budget) an annual NAIDOC show at Cairns'
Tanks Art Centre, which ran for three years.
"Advertised on the grapevine, word went out
to the communities that if they wanted to
participale all they had to do was produce
two works in any medium ready for hanging
with documentation;' he says. "A major part
of my focus was to promote contemporary
Indigenous art from up this way ... The first
year we had around 96 participants and by the
third year well over 150."

Arone's 2011 exhibition at Coo-ee Aboriginal
Art Gallery at Bondi Beach marked his return
to Sydney's art scene after a 10-year absence.
"I knew there would come a time that I would
return to Sydney to exhibit;' he says. "Not only
with Coo-ee Gatlery but also with Boomalli
Aboriginal Artists Cooperative, with whom
I've been a staunch supporter and founding
member." On his time in the far north Arone
says, "I believe my work has become more
gestural/fluid and transforming/renewing in
relation to affirming my connection with both
countr}' and community."

As an urban Aboriginal, he has had both a
traditional and formal art education, which he
believes has given him the "skill and knowledge
to work in many areas of the arts': His
traditional training was with the Lardill people
of Mornington Island and David Malangi
of Yirrukala. He also attributes growing up
with his uncles and sharing stories with his
grandfather as "important and transforming"
elements of his education. "These moulding
experiences were pivolal in relation to my
development as an artist:' he says. "Attending
an arts course in Sydney and finishing with a
Bachelor Of Arts was very much all unusual
thing for an Aboriginal person to do. It wasn't
expected, then, thaI Indigenous people would/
could finish their training in most areas."

Arone was the first Indigenous Australian to
be awarded a residency at Cite Internationale
des Arts, Paris. "After about the second week:'
he says. "I thought to myself. 'What does
an Indigenous artist have in common with
Paris or even France as a whole?' I guess it
didn't take too long for me to feel alone and
homesick, but the reality was every street
corner was filled with art, buskers, musicians,
street performers and an array of fantastic
galleries. A bonus was that historically, France
has remained exceptionally open to the
art of a broad range of ethnic cultures and



communities. The Cite Internationale des Arts
was also a great source of inspiration, meeting
other international artists who worked in many
diverse areas within the arts:'

After six months he applied and was accepted
for another residency that lasted four-and-a
half years. "It gave me a platform;' he says, "to
show both here in Australia through Coo-ee
and the Australian Embassy in Paris ... Because
1 had to leave France every six months for visa
requirements I discovered the great galleries and
churches of Pisa, Bologna, Elba, Italy, Edinburgh
and Holland:' Arone also took part in a cultural
exchange to Santa Fe in the US during the '90s.

Arone describes the gay community as
"nothing short of embracing", not only
supporting him and including him in
community projects such as Boomalli Mardi
Gras shows, "but also with work I have done
in communities, from cultural-appropriate
safe sex campaigns through to exhibitions
locally, interstate and internationally." On
those purchasing his work he says, "The gay
community is one area where I do have a
strong market, but I also believe people buy
my work because they basically connect with
it and that can work on many levels. It's been
a journey to build up my clientele and I would
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like to think they are keen to follow my work
as it develops and grows:'

When asked whether he considers his
sexuality and Indigenous heritage as a dual or
separate identity, Arone says, "I don't know if I
could answer that question honestly. I guess in
some way they do overlap. It certainly is not
a conscious intention to be seen as either, but
more as a contemporary Australian artist that
talks about issues that are facing Australians
through his work."

In this regard, while speaking directly to
the gay and Aboriginal communities, his
work also deals with more universal themes.
"Sexuality is a very important subject
matter, as is the recognition of cultural ties
to country and the traditional practices and
plights of Indigenous Australians. 1 guess
that within the work I produce is an insight
to those values. I am equally moved by the
plight of boat people, the famine in Africa,
the diminishing wildlife, global warming and
many other concerns. I would also like to
think that I celebrate life's positives through
my work regarding a personal recognition
of people's values. At the core of both my
personal and professional ethos there exists
a wonderful joy of using, playing with and
extending the properties of paint - the sheer
joy of creating a vision which is unique to me.
I do very much enjoy painting."

On his art practice he says, "I am hunting
for lost pieces of myself. My art objects are like
my children sent off into the world." Arone
explains that this was "meant to describe my
processes through painting/talking as a device
to connect with community and the mob I was
from. In effect I was seeking to negate what the
government of the day had unsuccessfully tried
to do, and that was to pull Indigenous families
apart, along with their histories."

In this way his art is a device for uniting the
Aboriginal community. Spirit Ark, for example,
depicts a boat navigated by stars, "the boat
being both a symbolic vehicle to travel back
to the dreaming in and a connection with
country, spirit and place:' He goes on to say,
"contained within this vessel are elements of
my childhood;' depicting different stages of
personal growth "through my years as a painter
and printmaker and my relationship to place".

Social theorist and feminist Iris Young
believed that the "logic of identity denies
or represses difference". The art of Arone
Raymond Meeks is remarkable for its ability
to explore multiple identities in a manner that
celebrates and liberates them. He is concerned
not only with representing identities of
difference, but also with linking them based
on common ground. His art unfixes rigid
categories, showing viewers the points at
which seemingly disparate identities join, and
that there is no need for these identities to
have ever been fixed in place. *
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